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Abstract

(100 words)

Clustering algorithms typically use the Euclidean distance. However, spatial proximity is de-

pendent on obstacles recorded in other layers. We present a clustering algorithm suitable for large

spatial databases with obstacles. The algorithm is free of user-supplied arguments and incorporates

global and local variations. The algorithm detects clusters in complex scenarios and successfully

supports association analyzes between layers. All this within O(n log n + [s + t] log n) expected

time, where n is the number of points, s is the number of line-segments that determine obstacles

and t is the number of Delaunay edges intersecting obstacles. Performance evaluations illustrate

the power of our approach.
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1 Introduction

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are advancing from mere repositories of geo-referenced data

to powerful analysis tools for real world phenomena. However, advances in the automation of analysis

are behind the advances in the technologies for collecting and manipulating data. Fast data collec-

tion processes result in massive spatial databases with many geographical layers that far exceed the

exploration capabilities of human analysis (33; 37; 38). Hence, the recent interest for automatic or

semiautomatic tools to enhance the exploratory and analytical capabilities of GIS under the umbrella

of Geographical Data Mining (37) or Spatial Data Mining (Koperski et al.). GIS needs to expand in

the direction of a sophisticated pattern spotter, that suggests highly likely plausible hypotheses, and

is capable of handling hundreds of different layers that may contain thousands or millions of data

points.

Traditionally, spatial statistics have been the core of analytical methods to identify spatial pat-

terns, but these traditional approaches are computationally expensive and essentially confirmatory.

In addition, they require prior knowledge and domain knowledge (33). While some have indicated

why statistical analysis becomes inappropriate or unsuitable for data-rich environments (37; 38), this

very much depends on what can be considered an statistical approach, since data mining overlaps

significantly with the aims of statistics for understanding and analyzing data (24).

As an alternative, Geographical Data Mining offers approaches like Spatio-Dominant Generaliza-

tion, where clustering point data is a frequent and fundamental operation (Koperski et al.). Clustering

for large spatial datasets is so central to data mining in GIS that several algorithms have been devel-

oped (9; 23; 26; 35; 50; 51; 54). In Spatio-Dominant Generalization, clustering works as a summariza-

tion or generalization operation on the spatial component of the data. Later, an agent (computer or

human) can explore associations between layers (17; 14; 28; 44; 45; 46) or conduct exploratory data

analysis. In fact, other layers are explored to attempt to suggest hypotheses that may explain the

concentrations found by the clustering algorithm.

The benefit is that unsuspected relationships between the layers are identified (discovered) as po-

tential candidates for causal relationships (perhaps to be submitted to a further confirmatory analysis).

For example, when clusters are found in the point data, we expect to be able to suggest explanations

for them from the interaction of the layers.

One crucial interaction between the themes represented in layers is that one theme may work as
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an obstacle for the entities represented in another theme. For clustering, in particular, it is not only

relevant but necessary to consider and explore obstacles as part of the elements that define spatial

proximity and spatial heterogeneity. Clearly, clustering point data in one layer, on the assumption

that the Euclidean distance is the optimal evaluation of proximity when another layer creates barriers,

is bound to be unsuccessful. This paper extends a spatial clustering algorithm AUTOCLUST+ (13)

into a framework of algorithms that can incorporate the information of other layers as obstacles. The

result is a generic algorithm that allows the exploration of the effect of the obstacles on the clustering

results and allows the regulation of the influence of the obstacles. It also makes computationally

efficient such exploration for different levels of effect. Note that a simple but crisp consideration of

the effect of the obstacles can directly use an algorithm that clusters disregarding the obstacles, and

use the Euclidean distance. This crisp approach later overlays the obstacles to cut (separate) the

clusters. While this approach is one extreme of the possibilities of our algorithm, we suggest here that

the spatial heterogeneity resulting from measuring distance along paths avoiding obstacles is to be

considered in the evaluation (and formation) of clusters. We also make the point that the result will

be more informative.

We refer to our algorithms as AUTOCLUST+ because its fundamental methods are based on

AUTOCLUST (15), but they incorporates the consideration of obstacles while preserving crucial

properties in AUTOCLUST. The user does not have to supply argument values. The values of potential

arguments are derived from the analysis of Delaunay Diagrams. For all those directions in which the

possibility of exploration exists because there are modeling assumptions, the algorithm still uses what

we have found to be very robust defaults (and for which several justifications have been supplied in

earlier work). The default form of AUTOCLUST+ suggests quality clusters to further the investigation

of relative information. All this is performed within O(n log n + [s + t] log n) expected time 1, where

n is the number of data points, s is the number of line-segments that determine the obstacles and t

is the number of Delaunay edges intersecting at least one obstacle. This is suitable for mining large

spatial databases. Moreover, if the set of obstacles changes, the algorithm recomputes the clustering

only in O(n + s1 log n) expected time where s1 is the number of line segments defining the new set of

obstacles.

The remaining sections of the paper are organized as follows. Section 2 presents the context of

clustering within Geographical Data Mining and data-rich environments. Section 3 summarizes the

working principle of AUTOCLUST. Section 4 describes its extension for settings with obstacles. In

this section, we also justify our claims for the time complexity of the algorithm. Section 5 offers an

examination of the performance of AUTOCLUST+ with an image processing application. A series of

detailed evaluations with GIS data have been presented for the default form of AUTOCLUST+ (13).

1A function f(n) is O(g(n)) if Cg(n) bounds from above f(n) except on a finite set for a suitable constant C; that

is, there is n0 such that f(n) ≤ Cg(n) for all n > n0. We use the standard notions of algorithmic complexity (1) for

expected-case performance.
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These evaluations illustrate the power of our approach and confirm the virtues of the proposed method.

Section 6 discusses the differences between our approach and COE (47; 48).

2 The clustering problem

Clustering a point dataset P = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} in some study region R can be regarded as finding

smaller homogeneous subgroups according to spatial proximity. Alternatively, any result of a clustering

algorithm is a hypothesis that explains the data in some way. It is a selection, among a family of models,

for that model that best fits the data. All clustering algorithms optimize an induction principle (6)

that defines the family of models and the criteria by which a model is to be regarded as the one

that best fits the data. Criteria are usually defined in terms of a similarity or dissimilarity measure

and if the algorithms proceeds to construct a hierarchical structure that optimizes the criteria or a

partition has been repeatedly used to categorize families of clustering methods (22). Clustering is in

the eye of the beholder as much as there are inductive principles (11; 52). The algorithms here find

boundaries between regions with different density. Thus, a cluster is a region of relatively uniform

density regardless of the shape of its boundary.

Clustering algorithms are applied because they reveal two types of information. First, information

that we will refer to as indicative, which includes the number of clusters that reside in P , the extent,

scatter, size of each cluster, location in spatial dimension, relative proximity among clusters, and

relative density and perhaps location in a temporal dimension. Second, information that we refer

to as relational, which consists of causal factors, potential explanations, cluster justifications, and

association to other themes.

Naturally there are several dimensions in this, and some algorithms will be more efficient than

others mainly because they either restrict the models by which they will explain the data or they will

simplify their search space by asking the user to supply some of the indicative or relational information

that they are to discover. For example, an algorithm like Expectation Maximization (EM) (7) may

restrict the models for fitting the data to multivariate normal distributions of common variance, and

request that the user supply the number of clusters (components) in the mixture. In fact, restricting

the models that can fit the data is a form of asking for domain knowledge because the user must

know (or be aware) that the true structure of the data is among the family of models the algorithm

will attempt to fit (if the data does not fit a mixture of multivariate exponential distributions, EM is

unsuitable).

Thus, for exploratory analysis, when the agent (human or artificial) is a data miner we would like

to impose the least assumptions or artificial constraints on the data. We hope this will maximize the

exploration and reduce external biases. This principle is based on the philosophy “to let the data

speak for themselves” (36).

Because of users’ domain knowledge, the view in the geography research community is that clus-
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Figure 1: Generic schema of Spatio-Dominant Generalization

ters are, at least in part, in the eye of the beholder. Nevertheless for Geographical Data Mining

applications, it is very important that the clustering method detects and suggests as many alternative

clusterings as possible. In traditionally human-driven geographical analysis, clustering is very much

guided by reference to the background layers. For example, epidemiologists judge high densities of

cases in the disease layer as a cluster only with respect to the layer that records the population at

risk. However, this approach requires the user to select and incorporate the background layers. In

contrast, our clustering methods are for exploration by Geographical Data Mining engines that use

the clustering results in Spatio-Dominant Generalization (Koperski et al.). This overcomes issues of

background layers and populations at risk. This is specially relevant for data-rich environments where

there are many other layers that could be explored as the possible population at risk.

The algorithm here allows this flexibility while maintaining sub-quadratic time complexity (crucial

for the massive datasets of Geographical Data Mining applications). It minimizes the need for users

to explore arguments of the algorithm in order to obtain good results, but allows for the exploration

of scenarios in which the influence of obstacles may not be as crisp (or as transparent as if they were

not there).

Clustering is the starting point of many exploratory analyzes in point data (16). The context of

our first illustration is Spatio-Dominant Generalization (Koperski et al.). In this setting, the agent

(miner) uses clustering to generalize the spatial component of the data (Figure 1 step 1 and step 2). The

concentrations or clusters found are then contrasted with the many other layers integrated into a GIS

for discovering associations and therefore suggesting relations for further confirmatory analysis (refer

to Figure 1, step 3). The exploration phase attempts to find autonomously the unexpected relations

between the different layers, and thus, many possible associations are tested. Since clustering is used in

this approach to extract point patterns in one layer for association analysis between themes, clustering

results must be of high-quality. Otherwise, spatial associations between themes is undetected. In

particular, obstacles may be crucial to determining the shape of clusters, and thus, they impact

directly the opportunity for discovering associations (since these are revealed by autonomous analysis
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with overlays). A motivation of scenarios for clustering analysis with obstacles can be found in (13).

3 The working principle of AUTOCLUST

Two-dimensional point clustering is central to spatial analysis processes. Goodchild (21) emphasized

the importance of spatial analysis and modeling for the application of GIS as a spatial information

science rather than as a technology. The modeling and structuring of geo-referenced data is strongly

related to the analysis capability and functionality of GIS (40). Thus, data modeling, data structuring

and spatial analysis are inter-related and play major roles for informative mining of spatial data.

3.1 Background on AUTOCLUST

Modeling topological relations, for instance pi is nearby neighbor of pj, is central for spatial clus-

ters. We expect that the relation pi is in the same spatial cluster as pj has some association to the

is nearby neighbor relation. Topological methods, like saying that two objects are neighbors if they

intersect or if they share a common boundary, apply to line or area objects but not directly to point

data, since points neither intersect nor share boundaries in common unless they coincide. Topological

information is derived for point data through point-to-area transformations. Thus, two points are

regarded as neighbors if their transformed areas share at least a common boundary. A widely adopted

transformation is to assign every location in the study region R to the nearest pi ∈ P based on a cer-

tain metric. This transformation divides R into non-overlapping regions except for boundaries. The

resulting tessellation is the well-known Voronoi Diagram. Thus, two points are neighbors if, and only

if, their corresponding Voronoi regions share a common Voronoi edge. By connecting two neighboring

points in the Voronoi Diagram, another tessellation, the Delaunay Triangulation, is obtained. Thus,

the dual graph explicitly encodes spatial neighborhood information.

Being conscious of the interplay between modeling and analysis capability, AUTOCLUST (15)

uses Voronoi Diagrams and their dual Delaunay Diagrams as the data model and data structure,

respectively (these remove ambiguities from Delaunay Triangulations when co-circularity2 occurs).

The model, Voronoi Diagram, overcomes the limitations of conventional vector and raster models and

guarantees unique modeling of discrete point data (2; 3; 16; 15; 19; 20). The structure, Delaunay

Diagram, is succinct and efficient for clustering (3; 8; 25).

Clustering finds sudden global changes in point density. In Delaunay Diagrams points in the border

of clusters tend to have greater standard deviation on the length of their incident edges. This is because

border points have both short edges and long edges. The short edges connect points within a cluster

while the long edges straddle between clusters or between a cluster and noise points. AUTOCLUST

accounts for local and global variations to ensure that relatively homogeneous clusters are not broken

2Four or more points are co-circular if there exists a circle through them.
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into tiny uninteresting subsets, and relatively heterogeneous subsets are split into meaningful clusters.

This analysis allows AUTOCLUST to be argument free. In the next subsection, we briefly introduce

how AUTOCLUST discriminates intra-cluster edges from inter-cluster edges.

3.2 The Three-Phase clustering in AUTOCLUST

AUTOCLUST proceeds in three phases. Each phase is an edge correction phase. The idea is to start

with the Delaunay Diagram and produce a planar graph that synthesizes the discrete relation pi and

pj are in the same cluster with the condition that pi is connected to pj by a path in the planar graph.

AUTOCLUST first computes a global variation indicator Mean St Dev(P ) that is the average of the

standard deviations in the length of incident edges for all points pi in the Delaunay Diagram. The

process to automatically find cluster boundaries uses this global variation as global information in

the first two phases. Phase I eliminates edges that are evidently too long. In order to detect this,

AUTOCLUST computes a local indicator Local Mean(pi) for each pi. The value of Local Mean(pi) is

the mean length of edges incident to point pi. The first phase classifies incident edges for each pi into

three groups.

• Short Edges(pi) are those edges whose lengths are less than Local Mean(pi) - Mean St Dev(P ),

• Long Edges(pi) are those edges whose lengths are greater than Local Mean(pi) + Mean St Dev(P )

and

• Other Edges(pi) = (incident edges - ( Short Edges(pi) ∪ Long Edges(pi))).

Criteria for these three groups Short Edges(pi), Long Edges(pi) and Other Edges(pi) are not static,

but rather dynamic over the study region, since Local Mean(pi) varies with pi. This dynamic nature of

AUTOCLUST overcomes the static nature of peak-inference clustering methods (8; 9; 23; 25; 39; 50)

and the lack of local considerations in partitioning clustering methods. This constitutes the balance

of local and global information. AUTOCLUST obtains rough boundaries of clusters by removing

inconsistently long and short edges (Long Edges(pi) and Short Edges(pi)) for all points pi. Because

Long Edges(pi) are too long to join points in the same cluster, they are permanently removed. On

the other hand, Short Edges(pi) may correspond to links between points within a cluster but also

may correspond to bridges3 between clusters, or close-by noise points. The removal of Short Edges(pi)

enables AUTOCLUST to detect clusters linked by multiple bridges. This is a great improvement over

traditional graph-based clustering methods (53) that use cut-points to detect bridges.

Phase II recuperates edges in Short Edges(pi) that are intra-cluster links. It computes connected

components and re-connects isolated singleton connected components (connected components having

only one element) to non-trivial connected components (connected components having more than one

3Here, bridges is used in the graph theoretic sense, and means edges that connect connected components.
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element), if and only if they are very close. The re-connection is performed if and only if (singleton

connected component pi is very close to to pj [specifically, e = (pi, pj) ∈ Short Edges(pi)] and pj ∈

some non-trivial connected component).

Phase III extends the notion of neighborhood of a point pi to those points reachable by paths of

length 2 or less. Then, the indicators of local variation are recalculated. The third phase detects and

removes inconsistently long edges for each pi by the use of a new indicator Local Mean 2,G(pi) (the

average length of edges in paths of 2 or less edges starting at pi).

Thus, the three-phase clustering removes all globally long edges and bridges, and reports clusters

that are interconnected by intra-cluster edges.

4 AUTOCLUST+

In a proximity graph, points are linked by edges if and only if they seem to be close by some proximity

measure (31). In the Euclidean Delaunay Diagramof the point set P (also called ordinary Delaunay

Diagram), each Delaunay edge represents a relationship that indicates that two end-points are relative

neighbors. In particular, any circle through these two points (of P ) is either empty of other points

from P or includes some other points from P . Moreover, any three points of P are mutual neighbors

if and only if the circumcircle through them is void of any other points from P . Thus if pi and pj

(both in P ) have an edge in the Euclidean Delaunay Diagram, they are as close as possible. So close

that you can draw a small circle trough them and exclude any other point point in P . Of course you

can draw a large circle and include other points in P . However, when there is no edge between two

points in P for the Euclidean Delaunay Diagrams, it means that you can not draw a circle through

them that does not include somebody else from P . In such a case, they are not neighbors because

there is always some other point between them. Intuitively, the edges are between closest neighbors

since there are no other points in between.

Strong interactions (short edges) indicate that two end-points belong to the same cluster while

weak ones (long edges) imply that end-points belong to distinct clusters. But, in the presence of

obstacles, interactions (Delaunay edges) and paths are blocked by obstacles. An ordinary Delaunay

edge which intersects the defining lines of obstacles no longer suffices to link its end-points as members

of the same cluster; even if it is very short. The criteria to evaluate now depend also on the length

of edges on the detour path (and the transparency associated to the obstacle). We use detour path

for the shortest path between two points in the Delaunay Diagram where the edges on the path

are ordinary Delaunay edges that avoid all obstacles. This is a path in a graph embedded in the

plane. In contrast, the detour distance is the length of the shortest path in the plane between two

points. Figure 2 illustrates the distinction. In Figure 2(a), thick solid lines represent the path whose

length constitutes the detour distance. The detour path for the same pair of points is highlighted

in Figure 2(b). Dotted edges represent Delaunay edges that traverse an obstacle. Note that, the
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lines determining the detour distance are not edges in the Delaunay Diagram. The detour distance is

approximated by the length of existing Delaunay edges (detour path). A graph embedded in the plane

is a spanner if the length of the shorted path on the graph between any pair of nodes approximates

within a constant the Euclidean distance between those nodes. The length of a detour path in the

Delaunay Diagram is a good approximation to the detour distance because the Delaunay Diagram is

a spanner (27). Thus, two end-points of a Delaunay edge traversing some obstacles would not belong

to the same cluster if Delaunay edges on a detour path of the Delaunay edge are long.

Figure 2: Differentiation between measuring the detour distance and the length of the

detour path: (a) Path that determines the detour distance (thick solid lines); (b) Detour

path (thick solid lines).

4.1 Algorithms

Here we generalize AUTOCLUST+ (13) into at least four policies to incorporate the effect of obstacles.

Two statistics are major components of AUTOCLUST.

1. The local cohesion Local Mean(pi) evaluates pi as a spatial median4 of it and its neighbors.

2. The global degree of variation is measured with Mean St Dev(P ).

The four proposed methods correspond to levels of transparency in the obstacles. The participation

of the obstacles into the analysis is implemented as degrees of participation (or removal) into the

computation of the two statistics or into the construction of the proximity graph. To show these

degrees of inclusion of obstacles we summarize AUTOCLUST+ in pseudo-code next.

Algorithm AUTOCLUST+

Input: A set P of points and a set B of obstacles;

4Given a set P = {p1, . . . , pn} of points, the spatial median (of Fermat-Weber point (29)) of P is the point q that

minimizes FW (q) =
∑

n

i=1
d(q, pi). The smaller the value of FW (pi), the better nearly pi approximates the spatial

median.
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Output: A graph outG with intra-cluster edges;

1) begin

2)







[v1] G = BuildGeneralizedDelaunayDiagram(P,B);

[v2] G = BuildDelaunayDiagram(P );

←− ProcessObstacles(G, B);

3) Mean St Dev(P ) = ComputeMeanStDev(G);

←− ProcessObstacles(G, B);

4) outG = ThreePhaseClustering(G, Mean St Dev(P ));

←− ProcessObstacles(outG, B);

5) end

In this template for AUTOCLUST+, we have indicated with a left pointing arrow (←−) the pos-

sible location of an optional step. We have indicated that the second step has two versions, with a

version identifier. One or the other version (exclusively) in step 2 is to be used. Now, the step labeled

BuildDelaunayDiagram() computes an ordinary Delaunay Diagram of the point dataset that it re-

ceives as an argument. This step alone simply ignores obstacles. However, BuildGeneralizedDelaunayDiagram()

returns a generalized Delaunay Diagram derived from a generalized Voronoi Diagram that considers

obstacles, and where distances are computed as detour distances to define Voronoi regions. This

point-to-area step will be fully aware of crisp obstacles. One or the other (but not both) will define

the starting proximity graph G.

We proceed now to describe and discuss four approaches that result from the proposed template.

We will refer to Approach 1 as the instantiation of AUTOCLUST that uses step 2.v1 to determine

the initial proximity graph. We will refer to Approach 2 as the use of step 2.v2 to build the initial

proximity graph. The process labeled ComputeMeanStDev() calculates the global variation indicator

Mean St Dev(P ). This indicator takes as input a proximity graph and uses only the graph information

to determine the points adjacent to each point pi. The length of these links is the Euclidean distance.

From here, the standard deviation at each pi is derived and their mean (average) is the result of this

process.

The process labeled ThreePhaseClustering() procedure represents the three-phase clustering of

AUTOCLUST, which also only requires a proximity graph and the calculation of the global information

value. The process ProcessObstacles() incorporates the obstacles into the template by modifying

(at that stage) the proximity graph with the removal of all Delaunay edges that traverse an obstacle.

The routine ProcessObstacles() can be placed in one of three possibilities.

1. Between step 2 and step 3

2. Between step 3 and step 4.
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1 1

(a) (b)

2 2

3 3

4 4

5
5

Figure 3: Voronoi regions change in the presence of obstacles, but neighborhood informa-

tion may not change in the constrained Voronoi Diagram.

3. Between step 4 and step 5.

We will see now that the two options for step 2 and the three insertion points for ProcessObstacles()

result in essentially four approaches to incorporate obstacles.

1. Constrained Voronoi Diagram based approach (step 2.v1).

Although this approach constructs a Voronoi Diagram with obstacles and the resulting general-

ized Voronoi Diagram is typically different from the ordinary Voronoi Diagram without obstacles,

the resulting proximity graph may not be informative. In fact, when obstacles are small with

respect to Delaunay triangles, even if obstacles block straight lines between two points, the prox-

imity graph may be the same. For the construction of the generalized Voronoi Diagram, the

metric used evaluates the distance between two points pi and pj as the length of the shortest

path in the plane between pi and pj that does not cut any obstacle. The geometry is determined

by the location, size and every aspect of the obstacles (as well as the metric used to measure the

length of segments of the path that does not touch obstacles). Thus, computing the proximity

graph is more laborious. We illustrate this in Figure 3. Figure 3 (a) shows 5 data points. The

Voronoi regions are indicated by the dark lines, while the Delaunay Diagram is shown in dotted

lines. Figure 3 (b) shows the same configuration but with 3 rectangular obstacles. We do not

show the constrained Voronoi Diagram but the edges of the proximity graph (the dotted lines)

remain although they intersect the obstacles. This is counterintuitive since Point 1 is almost

surrounded by obstacles. However, the point equidistant to Points 1, 2 and 3 (highlighted with

a ◦) remains equidistant to these points despite the obstacles, and thus in the boundary of the

constrained Voronoi regions. Similarly, there is still a path to get from Point 1 to Point 4, and

any position points along this path have as their nearest point, Point 1 or Point 4. So this path

must go over the boundary of the constrained Voronoi regions for 1 and 4. So, Points 1 and 4

remain neighbors.
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Thus, because the proximity graph may be very similar to the ordinary Delaunay Triangulation,

AUTOCLUST+ with step 2.v1 may reduce to the application of the three-phase of AUTO-

CLUST to a Delaunay Diagram which may look like Delaunay Diagram without obstacles. The

additional complexity in computing the generalized Voronoi Diagram does not pay off. The

inclusion of ProcessObstacles() is not effective because the obstacles are not reflected in the

proximity graph. Moreover, we will see that the algorithms described below are faster for equiv-

alent or better results.

Also, this first approach (Approach 1) considers the neighboring information derived directly

from the obstacles. This seems to incorporate the influence of obstacles into the proximity

modeling. However, we see that users may be interested in exploring and clustering a target

layer with respect to various settings. For instance, they may want to inspect a clustering of the

target layer with rivers as obstacles, later with mountains as obstacles, and further, to test the

clusters by overlaying waterways, rivers and lakes as obstacles. This very important exploratory

spatial analysis would be computationally costly because the entire proximity graph is revised

for each layer used as obstacles. For each obstacle layer, we need to compute the constrained

Voronoi Diagram. Consequently, this approach is not as efficient for what-if analysis. It will

not return results quickly enough for decision making and mining massive spatial databases.

Another aspect that is of concern is that the statistic Mean St Dev(P ) is an indication of global

and local effects in the dataset P and not on the obstacles. But, under this approach, it will

vary significantly with the type of obstacle considered.

2. Edge removal based approach (step 2.v2).

In this approach, we compute the ordinary Voronoi Diagram without obstacles and derive the

ordinary Delaunay Diagram. And then, we remove Delaunay edges that intersect obstacles using

ProcessObstacles().

(a) Computing Mean St Dev(P ) after overlaying obstacles.

(ProcessObstacles() between step 2 and step 3.)

This approach removes Delaunay edges first with the edge removal procedure ProcessObstacles()

and then calculates the global variation indicator Mean St Dev(P ) after the edge removal.

Thus, the obstacles influence the global variation indicator. Finally, we apply the three-

phase clustering to the modified Delaunay Diagram.

Users shall consider some features of this alternative. Here again, the method incorporates

an association between layers when computing Mean St Dev(P ). However, this alternative

has several drawbacks. First, it is still slightly more expensive in terms of computational

efficiency than the two approaches we describe next. This is because here we must compute

Mean St Dev(P ) for each new set of obstacles. Second, clustering results are sometimes too
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sensitive to the types of obstacles. Typically, this approach cannot separate closely located

clusters, because most obstacles are located between clusters or on sparse regions (where

obstacles intersect relatively long Delaunay edges). Therefore this approach computes a

value for Mean St Dev(P ) that is smaller than what is actually needed. As a consequence,

fewer edges belong to Short Edges(pi) and Long Edges(pi). Therefore, fewer edges are

removed in Phase I and Phase III of the AUTOCLUST procedure. This eventually causes

closely located clusters to merge into the same cluster.

(b) Computing Mean St Dev(P ) before overlaying obstacles.

(ProcessObstacles() between step 3 and step 4.)

This approach is the same as Approach 2a except it calculates the global indicator Mean St Dev(P )

before removing Delaunay edges intersecting overlaid obstacles. This approach obtains a

global indicator of variation in P that is not affected by obstacles, but allows obstacles

to change the topological information (incident edges). Thus, the inverse local strength

indicator Local Mean(pi) is affected by obstacles and this new local indicator is used in the

three-phase clustering.

This alternative is efficient for clustering with different sets of obstacles. Once the Delaunay

Diagram is built, removal of Delaunay edges that traverse obstacles requires O([s+ t] log n),

where s is the number of line segments that determine the obstacles and t is the total

number of edges removed from the Delaunay Diagram. Typically, s and t are much smaller

than n unless the set of obstacles is extremely complex. Once we have the Delaunay

Diagram, clustering with respect to new obstacles can be obtained in linear time. Thus,

this approach is suitable for exploratory data analysis and what-if analysis. Another good

aspect of Approach 2b is that Mean St Dev(P ) is now invariable, regardless of the types of

obstacles considered in clustering. Namely, Mean St Dev(P ) is the same whether obstacles

are present or absent, so this approach is able to automatically detect globally significant

(within the context of R and P ) spatial concentrations irrespective of types of obstacles.

Thus, we can compare and contrast clustering in the absence of obstacles with clustering

in the presence of obstacles with the same global variation indicator.

(c) Removing Delaunay edges after computing spatial clusters.

(ProcessObstacles() between step 4 and step 5.)

We compute spatial clusters with total disregard for the obstacles. When the results with

obstacles are to be presented, the obstacles are used to cut, divide or separate clusters.

Clusters are built with a geometry that is oblivious to obstacles.

This last approach is the most efficient computationally if one considers that it is very

likely that the obstacles are actually a different geographical theme and they are stored in

a different layer. This approach computes the clusters independently of the obstacles (and
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thus, the computational effort for clustering depends only on the size n of the dataset P ).

It depends on the complexity of the obstacles only later when an overlay of the clusters and

the obstacles is being performed; however, this is very fast because the data in P has been

summarized to the clusters and the complexity of the obstacles is usually much smaller

than n. Thus, exploration with alternative sets of obstacles becomes very fast (the point

clustering needs to be computed only once). However, this approach incorporates obstacles

only as separators of clusters and not as elements that affect the neighboring information

of the point data.

Each approach offers valid modeling for settings with obstacles. The user may have application-

specific information in order to prefer one above the other. For example, is housing distributed along

a rail track, or does the rail track cut through and separate an apparent cluster of houses? The

distinction may be historical. If the rail track was there before many of the houses, because of the

presence of a station and a bridge5 houses may tend to form the cluster located along the track. If

the need for a fast train has developed the train line after the cluster of houses, the rail track will

effectively split a cluster.

Nevertheless, each decision to model the geometry, and to allow its impact on the topology will

result in slightly different results. With AUTOCLUST+, the scenarios of different geometries can

all be explored and contrasted. They offer different geometric interpretations and they offer different

computational trade-offs.

Table 1 summarizes the differences brought into the two statistics (Local Mean(pi) and Mean St Dev(P ))

by the four proposed approaches. Approach 1 and Approach 2a have different values of Local Mean(p i)

Table 1: Comparison of the four approaches (the status of value in the presence of obsta-

cles).

Approach 1 Approach 2a Approach 2b Approach 2c

Local Mean changed changed changed not changed

Mean St Dev changed changed not changed not changed

and Mean St Dev(P ) in the presence of obstacles from those values they hold in the absence of obsta-

cles. Different values of Mean St Dev(P ) for different sets of obstacles imply difficulties in exploratory

data analysis. Also, the computational cost of Approach 1 makes it less attractive. Approach 2b is

seen as a hybrid approach of Approach 2a and Approach 2c. We have explored these alternatives

and found Approach 2b the most adequate in terms of the indicative information provided as well

as the significantly lower computational cost with respect to Approach 1 and Approach 2a. We be-

lieve this approach is the most suitable for exploratory data analysis and what-if analysis. Thus,

AUTOCLUST+ uses this approach as a default method for clustering in the presence of obstacles.

5Here, a bridge is a physical structure allowing crossing over railtracks.
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4.2 Time complexity analysis

In this section, we review in detail the time complexity of Approach 2b. AUTOCLUST+ requires

O(n log n) time to construct Delaunay Diagram (if Approach 1 is used, this is more costly). Next,

computing Mean St Dev(P ) is bounded by twice the number of edges. Thus, this takes linear time;

that is O(n) time. Removal of edges that traverse obstacles requires O([s + t] log n), where s is the

number of line segments that determine the obstacles and t is the total number of edges removed from

the Delaunay Diagram. This is because for each line-segment l defining an obstacle, its end-points

can be located within the Delaunay Diagram in O(log n) expected time. Then, the planar structure

of the Delaunay Diagram can be navigated along the line-segment l collecting edges to remove in

O(log n) expected time. Our implementation uses LEDA (32). Typically, s is much smaller than

n, resulting in O(n) time unless the set of obstacles is extremely complex. Finally, the three-phase

cleaning process works in linear time (15). Thus, AUTOCLUST+ (in default mode) only requires

O(n log n + [s + t] log n) time. The time complexity of AUTOCLUST+ is dominated by computing

Delaunay Diagram, and in default mode, this does not depend on the obstacles. This means that once

we have the Delaunay Diagram, it can be stored, and analysis with clustering can be obtained in O(n)

time for new sets of obstacles.

5 Performance evaluation

To illustrate the contrast in the alternatives of incorporating obstacles into AUTOCLUST+, we use

a real dataset from Sydney, Australia (refer to Figure 4 (a)). The region of study has extensive

waterways and is bounded by ocean on the East. Several roads cross water via bridges. The point

dataset that is the target of clustering is presented in Figure 4 (b). Clustering without obstacles

results in just one cluster as illustrated in Figure 4 (c) (using k-means, k-medoids, CLARANS (35),

COE (47; 48) requires users to provide k. Analysis of separation (4) suggest k = 1.) Clearly, obstacles

must be incorporated for the analysis. Unfortunately, if obstacles are incorporated as Approach 1, the

constrained Voronoi Diagram computes distances between the points that are very similar for many

cases to the distances that would exist if there were no obstacles. This is due to the pathways over

the rivers via roads and bridges. Thus, once again, the result is just one cluster as in Figure 4 (c).

The last approach (Approach 2c) that ignores obstacles even after clusters are formed, results in only

two clusters, because the streams going East-West cut a North section of the data. Approaches that

compute the ordinary Voronoi Diagram but use obstacles to remove edges of the Delaunay Diagram

produce much better results. These are shown in Figure 4 (d). Note that the North section is shown

as two clusters (one labeled with 4 and the other with ♥ ) although there is no obstacle between these

two sets of points. Nevertheless, these points in isolation from the others (which happens because of

the East-West rivers) do seem more like two clusters. Similarly on the region south of the East-West
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Illustration with real dataset from Sydney, Australia: (a) The region of study

has wide waterways and is bounded by the ocean. (b) Clustering is to be performed for

point features in the presence of obstacles. (c) If obstacles are ignored, one cluster is

obtained involving all points. (d) If obstacles are considered, 6 clusters are found and 4

objects are isolated.

rivers. We actually have four clusters (labeled with +, ? 3 and ⊕). The geography of the coastline

makes these relevant subgroups. In the light of the obstacles, we see the North-West cluster labeled

with ? is indeed relative far from other points, similarly the points in the east peninsula labeled with

⊕, as well as the points in the west peninsula labeled with 3. Note that we have removed points

that are placed in a cluster by themselves (singletons). Because Approach 2b is the more efficient

computationally, and produces the type of informative results that we observe in this example, it

is the default mode for AUTOCLUST+. Experimental results reported below are produced with

Approach 2b.

AUTOCLUST+ with its default settings (Approach 2b) produces robust outcomes for complex

scenarios with obstacles and noise (13). In particular, AUTOCLUST+ produced remarkable results

with the CHAMELEON’s benchmark data (26).

We present here results in the domain of image segmentation that are interesting for remote sens-

ing scenarios where noisy images prevent the use of edge detection. The application of clustering

algorithms for large data sets in this context was previously explored in BIRCH (54). We use data

from an application of object-recognition based on color in a controlled illumination environment.

This is the vision system for the legged league RoboCup competition and associated research sympo-

sium (49). Algorithms must be very fast, because of the real-time requirements. Figure 5 illustrates
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(a) Original (b) Edge detection

(c) Color Segmentation (d) Red pixels (e) Black pixels

(f) Red clusters with no obstacles (g) Clusters with Obstacles

Figure 5: Object identification in an image by clustering points of the same color.
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the applicability of our algorithm where 25 frames a second must be analyzed. Figure 5(a) shows

an image captured by the camera on-board one of these robots. Although in this environment im-

ages have little noise with respect to color segmentation, edge detection algorithms have difficulty in

finding the patches of the same color that allow the identification of objects. Figure 5(b) shows that

edges appear on shadows on the ground and produce some incomplete polygon boundaries on colors.

The lack of noise can be confirmed by the color segmentation image (Figure 5(c)). Unfortunately, to

convert color classified point data into polygons, clustering algorithms that only produce convex clus-

ters are inapplicable. Moreover, we suggest that the results of clustering say, the red pixels, is much

better if we use say, the black pixels, as obstacles. Figure 5(d) shows the red pixels, while Figure 5(e)

shows the black pixels. Clustering algorithms without obstacles have difficulty identifying different

polygons. Even our powerful AUTOCLUST, when clustering the red pixels, does not distinguish the

patches in the heads of the robots from the large body, placing all this in only one cluster (refer to

Figure 5(f)). Also, the patches in the legs of the closest red dog are merged with the patch for the

body. However, clustering the black pixels first, and using them as obstacles for clustering the red

with AUTOCLUST+ results in separate head patches as well as a separate leg path on the right, and

two on the left (Figure 5(g)).

6 Discussion

We now review the advantages of the proposed algorithm with respect to other known recent ap-

proaches to clustering geo-referenced point data.

First, we believe AUTOCLUST+ better supports the fact that all information is extracted from

the data. Other commonly used clustering methods impose a number of assumptions and require a

number of user-supplied arguments prior to clustering. The arguments (parameters) required are as

follows.

• The number of clusters (typically in partition or representative-based clustering).

• Termination conditions (as in hierarchical clustering methods (23; 26; 54)).

• Values for density thresholds (as in density-based clustering).

• Values for resolution (as in grid-based clustering).

• The form of underlying probability distributions (as in model-based clustering (5; 18; 41)).

• Threshold values for lengths of edges (as in graph-based clustering).

Determining suitable values for these arguments in order for the algorithm to produce its best results

is usually a difficult task. The need to find best-fit arguments in these semi-automatic clusterings

demands pre-processing and/or several trial and error steps. This is very expensive for massive
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spatial datasets. These semi-automatic algorithms inherit their argument-tuning to search best-fit

arguments when they are modified for clustering in the presence of obstacles. Minimizing the need to

adjust arguments not only reduces the risk of user bias polluting exploratory analysis, but promises

higher user friendliness. Our algorithm AUTOCLUST+ is able to find these values from the data

automatically, so that novice users can expect quality clusters in the presence of obstacles. It could

be argued that the definition of Short Edges(pi) in Section 3 should introduce parameters α1 and

α2 to the clustering approach by defining Short Edges(pi) as those edges whose lengths is less than

Local Mean(pi) − α1 Mean St Dev(P )), and Long Edges(pi) as those edges whose lengths are greater

than Local Mean(pi)+α2 Mean St Dev(P )). However, several experiments with even many proximity

graphs have suggested that α1 = α2 = 1 is a very robust starting point (30).

Second, we believe AUTOCLUST+ is more adequate for data mining under schemes that find

associations across layers, as in Spatio-Dominant Generalization. Partitioning algorithms (12; 35;

47) provide limited opportunity for advancing the clustering to association analysis. They produce

representatives of clusters that can be used to explore associations with other point data layers (17).

However, for other themes coded as areas, they are not as effective, since these algorithms produce

convex-shaped clusters. Also, these algorithms are very sensitive to large discrepancies in the size

or the density. In these scenarios, their results are not as good and big clusters pass undetected

since they are split into many fragments. Thus, these clustering methods fail to detect clusters of

arbitrary shapes and clusters of different sizes. Similarly, density-based clustering algorithms (9;

39) and grid-based clustering algorithms (43; 50; 51) do not serve association analysis well because

they fail to detect clusters of different densities, sparse clusters near high-density clusters and closely

located high-density clusters. Graph-based clustering methods (8; 23; 25; 26; 53) are not as robust as

AUTOCLUST+ at handling bridges. AUTOCLUST+ is robust to noise. It can detect local density

variations. AUTOCLUST+ not only detects clusters of arbitrary shapes, but also clusters of different

densities. Further, it successfully finds sparse clusters near to high-density clusters, clusters linked by

multiple bridges and closely located high-density clusters.

Third, AUTOCLUST+ has several direct improvements over COE (47; 48); the only method for

clustering large geo-referenced point data with obstacles. COE is a modification of a partitioning al-

gorithm named CLARANS (35). This embodies randomized heuristics to solve the p-median problem,

under the assumption that the number p of clusters is known (the facility location literature uses p

for the number of representatives, but here p = k). Searching for p (or k) increases the complexity of

the algorithm by a factor of k and care must be taken not to favor larger p since p = n is an absolute

minimum. The first advantage is that AUTOCLUST+ uses the Euclidean distance and not the square

of the Euclidean distance. Using the square of the Euclidean distance is typically motivated by con-

siderations like speeding the implementation by a constant factor and/or by an inductive principle of

least-squares (as is the case with k-means (10)). However, using squares of the Euclidean distance in

the modeling makes the approach extremely sensitive to outliers and/or noise (12; 34; 42). A second
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advantage of AUTOCLUST+ over COE is that COE needs to experiment with different values for the

number of clusters. This is a significant benefit, both in CPU-time and in user-analysis time. As a

third advantage, AUTOCLUST+ operates with all the data and does not require the preprocessing of

COE to form mini-clusters. This construction of mini-clusters introduces numerical error and biases

to the grouping. Thus, the quality of the clustering is reduced and the exploratory capability is limited

in COE. Fourth, COE uses a randomized interchange heuristic to approximate the optimum set of

k representatives for the clusters. This heuristics is a very poor hill-climber that can not guarantee

even local optimality and that sacrifices significantly the quality of the clustering for speed in the

optimization. Much better variants of interchange heuristics are well known from the literature of

facility location, and they have been applied to medoid-based clustering (17). Fifth, because of the

representative-based nature of COE, the algorithm has a bias for convex clusters, and in particular

for spherical clusters. This is probably acceptable when statistical justifications allow the assumption

that the data has a probabilistic distribution from a mixture model. However, in the presence of

obstacles, this assumption will certainly be very difficult to sustain. AUTOCLUST+ is not restricted

to convex clusters. Moreover, even without obstacles on the dataset from Figure 4, AUTOCLUST+

detects several edges of the Delaunay Diagram that are too long and although it produces only one

cluster, its shape is not convex and the water bays around the dataset are identified.

One thing in which AUTOCLUST+ (especially Approach 1, Approach 2a and Approach 2b) and

COE are similar is that they are a “tightly-coupled” approach to including obstacles into the clus-

tering. That is, rather than computing the clustering ignoring the obstacles and then cutting the

resulting groups by the obstacles, the obstacles are used to modify parameters (the distance or neigh-

boring information) when considering the cluster. In the case of COE, there is no real explanation to

avoiding the “loosely-coupled” approach (Approach 2c), specially since Approach 2c is more efficient

and produces similar results to the “tightly-coupled” approach with COE. On the other hand, in AU-

TOCLUST+, the computational efficiency does not suffer as much across the approaches that involve

the obstacles. However, in AUTOCLUST+, we set the default to the “tightly-coupled” Approach 2b

because the evaluation of global effects is considered with all Delaunay edges, even those that inter-

sect obstacles, since this is what allows the discovery of density estimates over the region of study.

But when analyzing the neighbors of a data point, obstacles are considered. An edge intersecting an

obstacle is not an edge that justifies that its end-points are neighbors.
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